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About This Game

Slab is an arcade game inspired by Breakout and Arkanoid in which the main task is destroy slabs and bricks. The player
controls a horizontally moving paddle to ricochet the ball against the slabs and destroy them.

At the beginning the player has 3 hearts in the top left corner, he can increase number of hearts by "Add Life" power up. When
the player misses the ball or catch "Instant Death" power up he lose one life.

In the game we have a lot of custom bricks with a several stages of breaking up for example "Rainbow Bricks", "Pink Bricks",
"Standard Bricks". And bricks which you cannot destroy without Plasma Gun "Grey Bricks".

The game has 50 different levels with high difficulty (as in good old games).

The player can use a lot of power ups to speed up the ball, pierces block or expand and shrink the paddle. In the game we have
three size of ball, dozen of types slabs, bricks.

Slab has very precision paddle! If you like classic childhood games, check it out!

There are 15 power ups in the game:
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Bad Luck

Luck

Bigger Ball

Smaller Ball

Instant Death

Shrink Paddle

Expand Paddle

Add Life

Catch Ball

Plasma Gun

Split Ball for ten

Split ball for four

Decrease speed

Increase speed

Fireball

Features

2h of gameplay

30 levels

leaderboards

15 power ups

colorful and fresh graphics

very precision paddle

a lot of achievements

Problem with the game

If you have a problem with the game, please let me know in Discussions.

Social

Developer Website
Facebook
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Title: Slab
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Smash The Code
Publisher:
Smash The Code
Release Date: 7 May, 2018
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This game was really nice. Not fantastic but really nice. Offered a good amount of hours to play. Nice little challenges.
It's not hard but satisfying.
The DLCs are bit expensive for the content though. I still bought them.

The only thing that puts a red flag on it to me is the fact that it is a solo game. I bought it as a solo game. And then to play
certain parts of the game, I now need to have 3 other friends on steam that play the game totally separately to advance in a dumb
part of the game.
Thanks for reminding me that I'm the only one in a group that plays that type of game. And I don't want to bother with unknown
people to satisfy a bad design. Feels like some cheap mobile games trying to get more people to play their game. Cheap and
lame.. Small Radios Big Televisions is an interesting light puzzle game(isn't a hard game but great to admire). Its colorful and
interesting art style is one to check out having all the tapes change with every magnet make each tape being explored more than
one without it being boring. For the full price i wouldn't consider buying but at 50% off or on a bundle(humblebundle monthly
had this) is definately worth getting and experiencing. It a hard game to describe, i would just say experience it whether it be
watching a video of the game or playing it itself(would recommend playing it). Definitely worth it, makes this big game even
bigger and more immersive.. Very fun twin-shooter game, got finished it in one sit.
Recomend this game if you want casual game.
Be sure pick it up, when got discount.. Would not recommend this game for $60. Took me about 10 hours to complete the main
story which seemed like it consisted of only 8 quests or so. My playtime is where it's at because I left it on overnight. There's
still a lot of SIDE stuff to do but it's all tedious and boring. Map is pretty small and empty. Copy\/paste buildings and no inside
areas to explore besides story quest areas. Never died playing through it on Hard difficulty either. I just can't tell someone this is
worth it at the current price.. Watch my "First Impressions & Review" video on Youtube here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uIFprSy3r_c

Anything but "generic" due to responsive, fluid and brilliantly simple mouse controls.

30 ships to unlock by beating certain tasks while playing the game, each with its own perks and advantages and procedural game
elements mean that no two games will ever be the same. This all equals a super high replay value.

Games play quick, meaning that this is a perfect game to play when you don't have much time to sink in and want to have a
"blast" fast.

Watch my quick video above to see exactly why I not only scored this game super high at an impressive 93%, but also why I
give it my rare "MUST BUY!" recommendation!

** Notes on HOW TO FIX A "MISSING EXECUTABLE" Error When You Launch The Game **
.... These steps are only for Windows, I don't have a Linux or a Mac, sorry ....

If you get this error when you buy and install the game, please do the following to fix it..

1) Navigate to your C Drive... (Double click My Computer, Double Click C Drive)
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2) Double Click {Program Files (x86)} folder

3) Double Click {Steam} folder

4) Double Click {steamapps} folder

5) Double Click {common} folder

6) Double Click {Generic Space Shooter} folder

7) Double Click {Windows} folder

8) Click on {The GSS_Data} folder to highlight it, then hold CTRL down on your keyboard and also highlight the GSS file

9) With both of these highlighted, Right click your mouse and select COPY (Or hit CTRL-C)

10) Hit the blue back arrow at the top-left of your window to navigate back to the Generic Space Shooter folder and move your
cursor to a blank spot in the window below the windows folder

11) Right click your mouse and choose PASTE to copy the folder and the GSS file here (or press CTRL-V)

..Now your game should launch from the desktop shortcut or from Steam with no problems! :-) Have fun!
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I love this game. You can hack it. I know how. Go onto the Cattails Forum. Falconstar is an awesome person, not only in
general, but at designing games.. Horrible. Dont buy it..... No servers.... Looks very slapped together\/cheap. Cant even access
an options menu once in a game.
Sounds are poor, horizontal mouse movement feels unatural, running 2560x1080 on epic doesnt look special at all.
Just paid $22 AUD for a test game. Getting a refund. Save yourself the hassle
Maybe in 6 months this would have potential but I feel like since Pubg everyones trying to make a quick buck on the idea....
Good try, but you missed the mark by miles. GG. Visually it's a bit trippy but wasn't blown away with the graphics

The controls for VR using the motion controls aren't great in this game.

If the controls were better then the combat might be more fun.

Selecting different weapons wasn't obvious, they just seemed to select themselves.

It has potential, but I didn't really have that much fun with it, so have refunded it.. At last a AAA quality VR game that blows
those short-lived tech demos out of the water! Don't even give it a second thought, It really is that good. It even has a classic
retro Battlezone you can play with the same visuals but now in glorious VR. Definitely worth the asking price and with coop as
standard, it's the cherry on the cake! Tanks a lot Rebellion ;) 10/10. A real game for real gamers.. CHECKPOINTS
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥! HAVE YOU HEARD OF THEM?!?!

But other than that is pretty fun. This is one of the best games I've played in a long time. I love casual puzzle games and this one
was no exception. It had great music, adorable characters, and freaking difficult puzzles. Well worth the price and I hope that
they make another one!. Plausible ending to the series albeit short considering the journey to get here.
Was good to here from my old friend Atrus.

Personally I've always felt the whole D'nai mmorpg debacle was a disservice to the real Myst fans so this will have to suffice as
the end of an era.

Somewhat of a shame as it could have been Epic.

Overall the game is playable and enjoyable, only had 1 glitch.

Update - Level select sceen, new levels, new enemy, temporary cutscene:
Level 13 and a superportal level have been released, along with a slightly better level select screen.

On level 13th, you'll have your first face-off with your most formidable enemy so far: a human. The following levels will keep
this theme.

The next update will include keybinding and resolution options. For now, you can still hit alt+enter to play in a borderless
maximized window.

This update also fixes the two boss-level broken achievements, and it kills the "Perfect level" achievements, because I don't
think they're worth the time sink players have to invest to get them.. Killing Floor 2 Wizard Slime Development Update:
Working on Wizard Slime again has been great and I've made a lot of polishes. Check them out on my gameplay video below.

Updates

No more instant deaths! After getting hit, player becomes invincible for 1 second
Better level lighting
Ending cutscene
A lot of new sounds
Main menu revamp, includes the latest news
Bug fixes
Minor improvemens
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Roadmap

Four new levels and a final boss level
New enemy and boss
Two unlockable game modes, custom arena and family defense (enemy waves)
Interface polishing
. Wizard Slime will launch with achievements and more levels:
As the launch date comes closer, develop continues. More levels are ready and battle-tested. You can see a couple of new
screenshots on the store page featuring them. No promises on this, but I am now working on Steam achievements!

EDIT: Achievements are now enabled.. Update for the holidays coming soon:
An update should be released within a few days with:

- 6 more main levels
- The third boss
- Unlockable boss remixes
- 10 casual levels
- Fixes for the boss levels achievements

Right now, the game has 12 main levels. You can unlock 1 achievement for beating each level and 1 achievement for doing it
without getting hit.. Working on development again:
Thank you everyone for your patience and I'm sorry I've left you hanging for so long. Wizard Slime is actively being worked on
again. Please check out the following discussion topic to stay up to date.

https://steamcommunity.com/app/925370/discussions/0/1741101364285649113/
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